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The Prospera Silk Eye Mask with Heating is elegantly 
designed to provide warmth and comfort to your eye 
area. The heating element in the mask is eco-friendly 
graphene, an excellent heat conductor. Its thermal 
conductivity increases logarithmically due to its stable 
bonding pattern and its nature as a 2D material. The 
sleep mask provides comfort and stress relief; it 
effectively improves blood circulation, reduces fatigue, 
and helps restore your energy level. The Silk Eye Mask 
with Heating will also enhance sleep quality. 
 
This eye mask can be used anytime, whether it’s a 
midday break or a full night’s sleep. A USB cable is 
included for easy charging; simply plug the mask in for 2 
hours, and it is ready for multiple (20 or more) uses.  
 
The Prospera Silk Eye Mask with Heating has three 
temperature settings: warm (113ºF), warmer (122ºF) 
and warmest (131ºF). After 30 minutes, the mask 
automatically shuts off. This product is certified by CE, 
FCC and RoHS and is safe to use.  

About Prospera 
Prospera develops high quality, innovative, affordable FDA approved TENS and massage products for 
active people. Prospera products are available through leading department stores, consumer electronics 
stores, and major online retailers. Learn more about Prospera at www.prosperacorp.com 

Product Specifications 

•Graphene: high efficiency heating 
•Improves circulation, reduces fatigue, 
relieves stress, restores energy 
•3 heat settings: 113ºF, 122ºF, 131ºF 
•Auto shut off after 30 minutes 
•Soft elastic band for all sizes 
•USB charging cable included 
•Charging 2hrs, for 20 or more uses 
•Travel size, carry case included. 
•Durable silk-like material   
•Product Size: 8”x3”x1.1” 
•Weight: 1.4 oz (without battery) 
•DC 5V,2A or power bank (not included) 
•CE ,FCC ,RoHS certification 
•UPC 6933917020080 
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